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1 BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY
In view of growing labour market challenges, the EU and its Member
States have increasingly looked at migration as a means to address
ageing populations, sustain welfare systems and find skilled workforce.
According to the OECD, the EU welcomes more migrants than any other
single OECD destination, with more than two million permanent-type
migration flows to EU countries in 2016.1 Labour migrants comprise
about one in three new migrants to the EU, however, at the same time,
third-country migrants only comprise 4% of the total EU working-age
population between the ages of 15 and 64.2,3
One way to tackle this shortage in skills is through the attraction and
retention of third-country nationals who choose the EU for the purpose
of higher education. While the EU/EFTA as a whole is becoming an
increasingly attractive destination for international students, with a 4%
increase of flows in 2016, the competition with other OECD countries,
such as the United States, Australia and Japan persists.4 The retention
of international students in the EU also remains a challenge, as only
a small fraction of graduates reside in an EU Member State to take up
employment. In recent years, the EU and its Member States have been
working on several comprehensive strategies to enhance the attractiveness
of Europe’s higher education system. The most prominent example at
EU level is the EU’s new students and researchers directive adopted in
2016 (Directive (EU) 2016/801),5 which notably seeks to improve and
OECD, International Migration Outlook, OECD Publishing, Paris. https://read.oecd-ilibrary.
org/social-issues-migration-health/international-migration-outlook-2018_migr_outlook2018-en#page24
1

OECD/EU (2016), Recruiting Immigrant Workers: Europe 2016, OECD Publishing, Paris.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264257290-en
2

3

Please note that a complete statistical overview will be presented in the Synthesis Report.

OECD, International Migration Outlook, OECD Publishing, Paris. https://read.oecd-ilibrary.
org/social-issues-migration-health/international-migration-outlook-2018_migr_outlook2018-en#page34
4

Directive (EU) 2016/801 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 May 2016 on
the conditions of entry and residence of third-country nationals for the purpose of research,
studies, training, voluntary service, pupil exchange schemes or educational projects and au
pairing (recast).
5
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harmonise minimum legal standards for welcoming and retaining international
students. At national level, some Member States have developed new
national strategies for the attraction of students and many universities
have increased their efforts to attract international students, for instance
by organising information campaigns in third countries and increasing
their social media presence. In parallel, Member States have concluded
bilateral and multilateral agreements with third countries, with the aim
of facilitating the admission of third-country national students to the EU.
A number of studies have been carried out in recent years on the
topic of attracting international students (see ”Relevant sources and
literature” below). Most importantly, the 2012 EMN Study on “Immigration
of international students to the EU” and the 2013 EMN Study on
“Attracting highly qualified and qualified third-country nationals” looked
into the immigration and mobility policies of (Member States, as well
as the policies and concrete practical measures in place that aim to
attract (highly) qualified third-country nationals. The 2018 study aims
to update this information and complement it with retention policies.
This topic was also touched upon by the 2015 EMN Study on “Changes
in immigration status and purpose of stay: an overview of EU Member
States’ approaches”, by outlining the conditions that regulate the changes
of status between different categories of third-country nationals.
Particularly in view of the deadline to transpose the 2016 Students and
Researchers Directive by 23 May 2018, it is assumed that changes to
Member States’ policies with regard to attracting and retaining students
have taken place recently, which this study aims to capture.
2 STUDY AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The overall aim of this study is to explore what national practices are
in place in Member States to attract and retain third-country national
students. The Study will only focus on legal migrants issued with
a residence permit or long-stay visa for the reason of studies, and will
thus not include beneficiaries of international protection.

5
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More specifically, the Study aims to:
▪ Provide a statistical overview of the number of third-country national
students present in EU Member States and Norway from 2012–2017
and 2018 data if available, the duration of studies, the number
of graduates who reside in the Member States after their studies, etc.
▪ Examine the incentives in place in EU Member States and Norway to
attract and retain third-country national students;
▪ Describe the admission criteria of Higher Education Institutions (HEIs),
language requirements and the process for recognition of diplomas;
▪ Provide an overview of the bilateral and multilateral cooperation
agreements in place with third countries covering international students;
▪ Outline the challenges and good practices of EU Member States and
Norway with regard to the attraction and retention of international
students.
3 SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The overall focus of this Study are third-country nationals who are
granted residence permits or long-stay visas for reasons of studies,
and/or are undertaking a higher education degree (Bachelor, Masters or
PhD level6). For the purpose of this study, higher education comprises
tertiary education programmes at levels 5, 6, 7 and 8 of the International
Standard Classification of Education (ISCED). The study only focuses
on full-time students. The Study covers the period from 2013–2017 for
statistics and 2012–September 2018 for policy developments, to take
into account changes made as a result of the transposition deadline
of the Students and Researchers Directive.

Please note that the inclusion of PhD students in this study depends on whether they fall
within the realm of students at national level.

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

For abbreviation purposes, the terms ‘international students’ is used in
the study in the meaning of third-country national students from nonEU/EEA countries. The definitions should be read in line with Articles 3
(3) of the Students and Researchers Directive.
The following categories are excluded from the scope of this study:
researchers, part-time students, third-country national family members
of EU citizens, vocational post-secondary education students, trainees
and apprentices, au pairs and beneficiaries of international protection.
4 EU LEGAL AND POLICY CONTEXT
The importance of attracting international students is well-recognised by
the European Union. Promoting the mobility of third-country nationals
to the EU for the purpose of study has been part of the EU’s policy
since 1994 with the adoption of the Council Resolution on the admission
of third-country nationals to the territory of the Member States
of the EU for study purposes. This is also in the context of the Bologna
Process, launched with the Bologna Declaration of 1999, which is one
of the main voluntary processes at European level, as it is nowadays
implemented in 48 states. The Bologna Process led to the establishment
of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA). The 2015 European
Agenda on Migration reiterated the need for promoting the mobility
of international students, calling for the EU to provide a safe haven for
those fleeing persecution and at the same time also to feature as an
attractive destination for the talent and entrepreneurship of students,
researchers and workers.7 In line with this objective, the international
dimension of the Erasmus + Programme encourages student mobility
from third countries, providing an opportunity for students from eligible
partner countries to study in an EU Member State.
In terms of the legislative framework, in October 2002, the European
Commission put forward a proposal for a Directive establishing common

6

6

7

COM(2015) 240 final
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entry and residence conditions for the purposes of studies, pupil
exchange, unremunerated training or voluntary service. The Directive
entered into force in December 2004 with a transposition deadline for
Member States of January 2007.
The Council and the European Parliament adopted in 2016 the Students
and Researchers Directive, which is the result of the recast of the 2004
Directive on the conditions of admission of third-country nationals for
the purposes of studies, pupil exchange, unremunerated training or
voluntary service and the 2005 Directive on researchers, based on the
2011 evaluations of these Directives by the Commission.8
The Students and Researchers Directive clarifies the admission and
residence requirements by setting out general conditions for admission,
and specific conditions for researchers, students, school pupils, trainees,
volunteers and au pairs. The new Directive still follows a sectoral approach.
While it sets uniform and binding rules on conditions for admission for
students, researchers, trainees and volunteers participating in the EU’s
voluntary scheme, provisions on other volunteers, school pupils and
au-pairs are optional.
The Study is very topical in light of the transposition deadline of the
Directive. The Directive aims to make the EU a more attractive destination
for students, in particular by improving their mobility conditions, allowing
them to stay at least nine months after the completion of the studies
period and allowing them to work (for at least 15 h/week). Furthermore,
procedural guarantees have been reinforced for all categories (decision
on an application within 90 days and provision of a justification
of a negative decision).

8

8

COM(2011) 587 final and COM(2011) 901 final.
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5 PRIMARY QUESTIONS TO BE ADDRESSED BY THE STUDY
The Study will aim to address the following:
▪ To what extent is the attraction and retention of students a policy
priority for Member States?
▪ What is the number of students coming to the Member States for
the purpose of studying? How many remain in the EU after finalising
their studies to take up employment? What is the legal and policy
framework in place in Member States and what recent changes have
been made to policies and practices?
▪ In light of Article 7 and Article 11 of the recast Students and Researchers
Directive, how are the admission and reception criteria for third-country
national students implemented in practice by Member States (e.g.
tuition fees, procedure to be a granted a residence permit, recognition
of diplomas, etc.)? For those Member States, which do not apply the
Directive, what are the admission and reception conditions in place?
▪ In light of Articles 24 and 25 of the recast Students and Researchers
Directive, how are the conditions9 for access to the national labour
market or self-employment for third-country nationals while being
enrolled as a student and after completion of studies implemented in
practice by Member States? For those Member States, which do not
apply the Directive, what are these conditions?
▪ Have Member States concluded bilateral or multilateral cooperation
agreements with third countries covering third-country national
students? If so, how do these incentivise students to take up higher
education in the EU?

9

Article 25 of the Students and Researchers Directive

9
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▪ What is the role of universities, companies, local governments etc. in
the retention of international students (e.g. scholarships, traineeship
programmes, apprenticeship contracts)?

EMN AHQs

▪ What challenges do Member States face with regard to attracting and
retaining third-country national students?

▪ 2017.1233 – Implementation of the Directive (EU) 2016/801
(research, studies, training) – requested 26 July 2017

▪ Which good practices are in place in Member States related to the
attraction and retention of students?

▪ 2017.1189 – Retaining TCN Students – requested 26 May 201710

6 RELEVANT SOURCES AND LITERATURE
EMN Studies
▪ EMN (2015): Changes in immigration status and purpose of stay:
an overview of EU Member States approaches. https://ec.europa.
eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/networks/
european_migration_network/repor ts/docs/emn-studies/emnstudies-00.emn_study_on_the_change_of_status_final.pdf
▪ EMN (2013): Attracting Highly Qualified and Qualified Third-Country
Nationals.
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/
files/what-we-do/networks/european_migration_network/reports/
d o c s /e mn-s t u die s /at t r a c t in g /e mn s r_ at t r a c t in gh qwo r ke r s _
finalversion_23oct2013_publication.pdf
▪ EMN (2012): Immigration of International Students to the EU. https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/
networks/european_migration_network/reports/docs/emn-studies/
immigration-students/0_immigration_of_international_students_
to_the_eu_sr_24april2013_final_en.pdf

▪ 2017.1234 – Talent mobility – requested 11 October 2017

▪ 2017.1136 – Transposition of Directive (EU) 2016/081 – requested
on 27 January 2017
▪ 2016.1111 – Verification of the reliability of potential students
– requested 25 October 2016
Other studies and reports
▪ The Conference Proceedings of the EE EMN Annual Conference on
“The EU in the global race for talents: Challenges and solutions in
strengthening the EU’s competitiveness”, held on 21–22 September
2017. http://emn.ee/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/nr9.pdf
▪ OECD/EU (2016), Recruiting Immigrant Workers: Europe 2016, OECD
Publishing, Paris. http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264257290-en. A study
on the intra-EU mobility of third country nationals, by Yves Pascouau,
Senior Adviser to EPC (European Policy Centre, a think-tank based
in Brussels) on migration and mobility policies (2013) http://www.
epc.eu/documents/uploads/pub_3496_intra-eu_mobility_of_thirdcountry_nationals.pdf
▪ A study by the Migration Policy Centre on “A Comprehensive Labour
Market Approach to EU Labour Migration Policy” (2015) https://

Please see the 2017 EMN Inform on Retaining third-country national students in the EU:
http://emn.ee/wp- content/uploads/2016/10/Inform-student.pdf
10
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publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/824e91bcd642-4626-9267-676945e15053/language-en
▪ A report on learning mobility, by the JRC (Joint Research of the
European Commission) (2015) http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
repository/bitstream/JRC99969/learning%20mobility%20technical%20
report_pubsy_pdf.pdf
▪ A study by OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development), “The Impact of the Implementation of Council Directives
on Labour Migration Flows from Third Countries to EU Countries” (2016)
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/download/5jlwxbzkbfvl-en.pd
f?expires=1519893945&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=C2DDC8
8488C17F6BEEC76D45022311EB
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National level
Subject to availability, the following statistical data sources should be
included insofar as possible:
▪ Statistics on the number of international students enrolled in HEIs in
Member States and Norway.
▪ Statistics on the number of international students who have graduated
in the Member State and Norway.
▪ Statistics on the number of international students remaining in the
Member State and Norway after graduation per reason.
8 DEFINITIONS

7 AVAILABLE STATISTICS
International level
Statistics on international mobility of students are provided by UNESCO 11
and OECD.12
EU level
Statistics are available through Eurostat on the number of residence
permits issued to third-country nationals by reason, including education
reasons. The Synthesis Report will also make reference to the Erasmus
Plus/Erasmus Mundus Programme in the section outlining the EU
policy framework and will present some general data on the number
of international students who took part in these exchange programmes.
This will be developed by the EMN Service Provider (ICF).

11

http://data.uis.unesco.org/

12

https://data.oecd.org/education.htm

12

The following key terms are used in the Common Template. The definitions
are taken from the EU 2016 Students and Researchers Directive and
the EMN Glossary Version 6.0.13
‘Employer’ means any natural person or any legal entity, for or under
the direction or supervision of whom or which the employment is
undertaken.
‘Family members’ mean a third-country national, as specified in Art.
4(1) of Directive 2003/86/EC (normally members of the nuclear family
– i.e. the spouse and the minor children), who has entered the territory
of the European Union for the purpose of family reunification.
‘Higher education institution’ (HEI) means any type of higher
education institution recognised or considered as such in accordance
with national law which, in accordance with national law or practice,

https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/networks/european_migration_network/
glossary/
13

13
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offers recognised higher education degrees or other recognised tertiary
level qualifications, whatever such establishments may be called, or any
institution which, in accordance with national law or practice, offers
vocational education or training at tertiary level. The term ‘higher
education’ encompasses all tertiary institutions which may include, inter
alia, universities, universities of applied science, institutes of technology,
grandes écoles, business schools, engineering schools, IUTs, colleges
of higher education, professional schools, polytechnics and academies.
‘International student’ means a third-country national who has been
accepted by a higher education institution and is admitted to the territory
of a Member State to pursue as a main activity a full-time course of study
leading to a higher education qualification recognised by that Member
State, including diplomas, certificates or doctoral degrees in a higher
education institution, which may cover a preparatory course prior to
such education, in accordance with national law, or compulsory training.
Member States will be asked to state at the beginning of their national
contribution and in the statistics provided whether doctoral candidates
(PhD students) are included when referring to “students” or not.

THE CONTRIBUTION
OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC

‘Long-stay visa’ means an authorisation issued by a Member State
as provided for in Article 18 of the Schengen Convention or issued in
accordance with the national law of Member States not applying the
Schengen acquis in full.
‘Residence permit’ is defined as “an authorisation issued using the
format laid down in Regulation (EC) No 1030/2002 entitling its holder
to stay legally on the territory of a Member State”.
‘Third-country national’ is defined as “any person who is not a citizen
of the European Union within the meaning of Art. 20(1) of TFEU and who
is not a person enjoying the Union right to free movement, as defined
in Art. 2(5) of the Schengen Borders Code”.

14
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Centre for International Cooperation in Education

DZS
(Czech abbreviation)
Czech Republic
CR
Higher education institutions
HEIs
International Standard Classification of Education
ISCED
International Student Clubs
ISC
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports
MEYS

16
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INTRODUCTION

GENERAL SUMMARY: ATTRACTING AND RETAINING INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS IN THE EU
In the Czech Republic, the International Standard Classification
of Education (ISCED) at levels 5–8 is classified as follows:
5 – short cycle of tertiary education, last two years of conservatory,
6 – bachelor’s study at university, study at higher vocational school,
7 – master’s study at university,
8 – doctoral study at university.
The system for higher education and vocational school education at
conservatories14 is laid down by the Education Act (Act No. 561/2004
Coll.), as it is also for education at lower levels.
The higher education system is defined by Act No. 111/1998 Coll., on
Universities and on amendment of and addition to certain other Acts
(Universities Act).

Only the last two years of study at a conservatory, therefore only part of studies, fall
within ISCED level 5.
14

18
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Four types of university exist in the Czech Republic (hereinafter CR):
public, state, private and foreign. Provision of university education
for foreign nationals in the Czech Republic, the status and obligations
of foreign Higher education institutions (hereinafter HEIs) and branches
thereof is addressed in Section 93a to Section 93i of Act No. 111/1998
Coll., on Universities and on amendment of and addition to certain other
Acts (Universities Act), as amended.
HEIs in the CR are to a great extent autonomous, e.g. in determining
the number of applicants for study to admit, the conditions for admission
to study and decision-making in the admissions process. Independence
in decision-making also includes international students, their admission
and study.
Higher education for international students is supported by the state
in cases where study takes place at a public HEI in courses conducted
in the Czech language. Such study is free of charge for all students,
both Czech and students from third countries.
The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports (hereinafter MEYS) defined
its priorities in the area of higher education in the Long-term Plan for
Educational, Scientific, Research, Development and Innovation,
Artistic and other Creative Activities for the Area of HEIs for
the period 2016–2020, where priority goal 3 is internationalisation,
specifically provision of clearly internationally-geared tuition and creative
activities of HEIs. Although attraction and retention of international
students falls within this goal, it is not a priority in itself.
Furthermore, MEYS issued its International Cooperation in Education
Development Strategy until 2020 which addresses encouragement
of international educational mobility. However, it does not directly focus
on the matter of attracting and retaining international students.
One organisation focusing on international students and operating in
the CR is the Centre for International Cooperation in Education

19
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(hereinafter DZS), especially its Internationalisation of Study in
the CR Department which administers the Czech government
scholarship programme and organises the initiative “Study in
the Czech Republic”. The aim of the Study in the Czech Republic
initiative is to promote Czech higher education system through various
channels and tools, e.g. through several social networks profiles and
pages, a website in three languages, informational videos, articles,
etc. Even more important is then participation at significant exhibitions
and conferences, both for professionals and potential students, held
all around the world.

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

Residence of Foreign Nationals which allows students and researchers
to remain in the territory of the Czech Republic for the purpose
of job seeking or initiating entrepreneurial activities. The amendment
is expected to come into effect in the first half of 2019.

The project Fast Track Procedure for Granting Residence Permits
to Foreigners – Foreign Students from Third Countries has been
operating since 2013, supporting the arrival of foreign students to this
country, is focused on student migration by foreign scholarship holders.
The main objective of the project is to streamline the entry procedure
for students who have been admitted to study in the Czech Republic
under selected scholarship programmes on the basis of international
agreements (bilateral or multilateral) or on the basis of decisions of the
Government of the CR (offered on the basis of a Government Resolution
for the group developing countries or Czech countrymen). Under this
project, such persons are issued a long-term visa or long-term residence
permit for study purposes in an accelerated procedure.
To further streamline the visa procedure for selected university students,
the project Student Mode was designed for providing selected students
who satisfy the prescribed conditions fast-track access to the embassy
and to filing a visa application. It is intended exclusively for applicants
for study in accredited university study programmes. The aim of Student
Mode is to create conditions that facilitate an increase in the number
of international students, including students paying their study costs
in full.
Motivation to remain in the Czech Republic after successful completion
of studies should be boosted by an amendment to the Act on the

20
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Section 1

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

NATIONAL LEGAL AND
POLICY FRAMEWORK
IN THE MEMBER STATE

Q1b. Are doctoral candidates (PhD students) treated as students
or researchers under national law?

PhD students are treated as students.
PhD students are treated as researchers.
Other.

Q1a. What is the transposition status of Directive (EU) 2016/801
in your national law?

Transposition completed.
In process.

According to Act No. 111/1998 Coll., on Universities and on amendment
of and addition to certain other Acts (Universities Act), as amended,
doctoral study programme students are considered to be students.
However, they may also be considered to be research workers. The
applicants themselves, or their hosting/accepting organisation, decide
this. If a doctoral candidate submits a confirmation of study issued
by an HEI, he/she shall be considered to be a student, but if he/she
submits a hosting agreement which fulfils all requirements, he/she shall
be considered to be a researcher.

Other.
Impossible to estimate. Originally completion was expected by the end
of 2018, but all depends on the speed of the legislative procedure in
the Parliament. A more realistic estimate would be more like the first
half of 2019.

Q1c. What are the main changes to: (a) law, (b) policy and (c)
practice since 2012 with regard to international students?

a) The main change is the awaiting amendment to the Act on the
Residence of Foreign Nationals which implements the obligations arising
from Directive 2016/801. The greatest new aspect is the regulation
of intra-union mobility.

22
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Q1d. Are any changes planned to law/policy/practice regarding
international students in your Member State?

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

Q1f.

Does your Member State have a national strategy, or
a lower level (e.g. ministerial, regional) strategy, for attracting
and/or retaining international students?

Yes, changes planned related to the transposition of the Directive.
Yes, national strategy in place.
Yes, changes planned not pertaining to the Directive.
Yes, lower level strategy in place.
No changes planned.
No, a national strategy is not in place.

Q1e. Is attracting and retaining international students a national
policy priority, either within the national migration policies
or compared to other national policies?

Yes, this is a national policy priority.
No, this is not a major national policy priority.
Other.
The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports defined its priorities in
the area of higher education in the Long-term Plan for Educational,
Scientific, Research, Development and Innovation, Artistic and
other Creative Activities for the Area of Universities for the period
2016–2020, where priority goal 3 is internationalisation, specifically
provision clearly internationally-geared tuition and creative activities
of HEIs. Although attraction and retention of international students falls
within this goal, it is not a priority in itself.

The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports also issued its International
Cooperation in Education Development Strategy until 2020 which
addresses encouragement of international educational mobility in tertiary
education, effective use of membership in international organisations for
improving the Czech education system and supporting development of
Czech culture abroad. However, it does not directly focus on the matter
of attracting and retaining international students.

Q1g. Does your Member State target specific fields of studies/
subject areas (outside bilateral/multilateral cooperation) as regards
the attraction and/or retention of international students?

Yes, specific fields of studies are targeted for the attraction
of international students.
Yes, specific fields of studies are targeted for the retention
of international students.
No specific fields of studies are targeted.

24
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Sometimes in subjects such as Mechanical Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, IT, Civil Engineering, Economics. However, this only applies
very rarely in the Czech Republic, only in the case of some HEIs. Most
of them do not target any specific fields of studies.

Q2. Is there a current or recent public debate (i.e. within the past
year) with regard to international students in your Member State
(e.g. in Parliament, media, etc.)?

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

education at conservatories in addition trains pupils to perform skilled
artistic or artistic and art-pedagogical activities in the fields of music,
dance, singing and musical drama.
In the Czech Republic, higher vocational schools may be set up by the
following entities:
a) a self-governing regional unit (Region),
b) a private entity,
c) a registered church or religious society granted authorisation to
exercise the right to set up a church school,
d) the State, or governmental department (Interior, Defence).

Yes, there is a public debate at national level.
No, there is no significant public debate at national level.
Significant debate at a national level is not being conducted, but sometimes
MEYS is consulted on the possibilities of introducing a charge for studies
conducted in Czech language for foreign students.

Q3.

What is the structure and governance of the national
higher education system in your Member State?

The system for higher education and vocational school education at
conservatories15 is laid down by the Education Act (Act No. 561/2004 Coll.),
as it is also for education at lower levels. Higher vocational education
develops and deepens the knowledge and skills gained by the student
at secondary school and provides general and professional education
and practical training for performing skilled jobs. Higher vocational

Only the last two years of study at a conservatory, therefore only part of studies, fall within
ISCED level 5.

Similarly there are conservatories set up by the Regions, private entities,
registered churches and by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports.
The higher education system is defined by Act No. 111/1998 Coll., on
Universities and on amendment of and addition to certain other Acts
(Universities Act).
Four types of HEIs exist in the Czech Republic:
a) public,
b) state,
c) private,
d) foreign.
Public HEIs are established under a special act. According to Act
No. 111/1998 Coll., on Universities and on amendment of and addition to
certain other Acts, they lie in the sphere of competence of the Ministry
of Education, Youth and Sports.
State HEIs are established under a special act, and according to Sections
94–95 of Act No. 111/1998 Coll., on Universities and on amendment

15
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of and addition to certain other Acts, they lie in the sphere of competence
of the Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Defence.
Private HEIs are legal entities to which the Ministry has granted its
consent to operating as a private university (according to Section 39
of Act No. 111/1998 Coll., on Universities and on amendment of and
addition to certain other Acts). Their activities are specifically addressed
in Sections 39–43 of Act No. 111/1998 Coll., on Universities and on
amendment of and addition to certain other Acts.
The provision of foreign higher education in the territory of the Czech
Republic, the status and obligations of foreign HEIs and branches thereof
is addressed in Section 93a to Section 93i of Act No. 111/1998 Coll., on
Universities and on amendment of and addition to certain other Acts
(Universities Act), as amended.

Q3a. Is there a specific public entity(ies) at national level which
is responsible for international students in regards to their studies
and what are they competent for? What is its role in the application
process/supervision of these students?

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

about higher education in the Czech Republic operated by the Centre
for International Cooperation in Education (DZS). It provides essential
information about the higher education system, study opportunities and
student's life in the Czech Republic.
Through its Department of Internationalization of Studies in the Czech
Republic, the DZS also provides various services, however, again, only
to the Czech government scholarship holders. Its staff is responsible
for managing the online registry, within which the application process
for scholarships is processed. The whole process is managed in close
cooperation with Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports and Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic. Subsequently, this department
of the DZS also provides consultations to these students during their
studies with many various issues that might arise.

Q3b. Do migration authorities cooperate with HEIs? If yes, in what
ways do they cooperate? Is there an institutionalised cooperation
mechanism?

Yes, migration authorities cooperate with HEIs.
No, authority is not addressed at national level.
According to Acts No. 561/2004 Coll, Education Act and No. 111/1998
Coll., on Universities and on amendment of and addition to certain
other Acts, HEIs have autonomous scope in determining the number
of applicants for study to admit, the conditions for admission to study
and decision-making in the admissions process. Therefore HEIs decide
on international students, their admission and study independently.
For the pre-application process, a relevant entity is the Study in the
Czech Republic initiative, which is an official resource for information
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No, migration authorities do not cooperate with HEIs.
Cooperation between migration authorities and HEIs takes place in via
the Student Mode programme, amongst other channels. The aim of
the programme is to streamline the visa/residence permit process for
selected foreign nationals admitted to study at HEIs in the CR participating
in Student Mode, by ensuring flexible cooperation of such selected HEIs
with the relevant administrative authorities in the CR, involving provision
of quality information to foreign nationals on the part of the HEIs with
an aim to filing applications for authorisation of stay in the CR for over
90 days without formal and factual errors and accelerating access to
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embassies for selected applicants. The Ministry of Education, Youth and
Sports, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of the Interior
are all co-participating authorities.

Q3c.

Is there an approval procedure16 in place in your Member
State for public/private HEIs for the purpose of hosting international
students? If so, are international students only allowed to study in
those HEIs?

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

conducted in the Czech language – this study is free of charge for all
students, both Czech and those from third countries. Fees are charged
for higher vocational education for programmes conducted both in Czech
or another language.
Third-country nationals can be also supported by the state if they
are holders of government scholarship. This depends on: a) whether
the third-country has a bilateral agreement with the Czech Republic,
b) whether the third-country appears in the list of countries eligible to
receive so-called government scholarships within the Foreign Development
Assistance Programme.

Yes.
No.
HEIs are independent bodies that are responsible for their own international
cooperation and for admitting international students.

Q3d.

Is higher education for third-country nationals funded by
the state (i.e. state-sponsored) in your Member State?

Yes, higher education is state-sponsored for third-country nationals.
No, higher education is not state-sponsored for third-country nationals.
Other.
Higher education for international students is supported by the State
in situations where they study at a public HEI in a study programme
16
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Section 2

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

MEASURES AND
INCENTIVES TO ATTRACT
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

if the student is already staying in Czech territory on a visa for a stay
in excess of 90 days for the same purpose.
Along with the application for issuance of a long-term residence permit,
the student must submit:
a. a travel document,
b. a document confirming purpose of stay in the country,

2.1 Admission conditions for international students

Q4a. Which are the common immigration admission conditions
applicable for all international students determined by the immigration
authorities for the purpose of residence in the territory of your
Member State?

The documentation required for applying for a long-term residence
permit for study purposes is listed in Section 42d of the Act on the
Residence of Foreign Nationals.

c. a document proving secured accommodation in the country
for the duration of the stay,
d. photographs, this does not apply if an image of the foreign national
is to be taken,
e. parental consent, or potentially the consent of another legal guardian
or custodian, to a child staying in the territory, the consent of a parent,
legal guardian or custodian is not required if the parent, legal guardian
or custodian filed the application or will stay in the country together with
the child, and also if the foreign national proves that he/she is unable
to submit such consent for reasons against his/her control, or if the
child is already present in the territory on a long-stay visa or long-term
residence permit for a different purpose,

Students are authorised to file an application at an embassy if they
intend to stay temporarily in Czech territory for a period in excess
of 3 months and if it is a form of study as specified in Section 64
of Act No. 326/1999 Coll., with the exception of primary, secondary and
conservatory education not taking place under an exchange programme
or professional experience performed for remuneration.

f. proof of available funds for the stay in the country, in the case
of study at an HEI or unpaid professional experience, in other cases,
proof that costs of stay will be covered by the hosting organisation,

An application for a long-term residence permit for study purposes may
also be filed in the Czech Republic at a Ministry of the Interior office,

h. on demand, proof of compliance with the requirements of
measures in place against bringing a contagious disease into
the country.
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g. on request, a document similar to an extract from the Penal
Register,
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The documentation required for the application must not be older than
180 days, with the exception of the foreign national’s travel document
and photograph if it corresponds with his/her actual appearance.
If an application made at an embassy is accepted, before the visa for
a stay in excess of 90 days for the purpose of collecting a long-term
residence permit is inserted into his/her travel document, the applying
student is required to submit proof of travel health insurance and also,
on request, to submit proof of payment of the insurance premium
indicated on the travel insurance certificate.

Q4b. Is a proof of acceptance by HEI required in your Member
State in order to obtain the visa/residence permit?17

Yes.

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

Q4c.

How is the academic recognition of foreign academic
degrees regulated in your Member State? Is this done in a centralised
manner (e.g. by a specific organisation) or by each HEI?

Recognition of degrees carried out centrally.
Recognition of degrees carried out by each HEI.
Other.
Recognition of foreign higher vocational education is decided by:
1. The Regional authority in cases where, under its international
obligations, the Czech Republic is bound to recognise a foreign degree
certificate as having equal weight as an degree certificate issued in the
Czech Republic.

No.
Each foreign national applying for any authorisation of stay must prove
his/her intended purpose of stay. If they claim that they plan to study
in this country, the proof of this is of course demanded, in this case
confirmation of (admission to) study.

2. In cases where the Czech Republic is not bound by international
agreement to recognise certain foreign degree certificates as having
equal weight as degree certificate issued in the Czech Republic, the
Regional authority decides on nostrification upon request.
Recognition of foreign academic degrees is decided by:
1. Public HEIs (private HEIs do not hold this power), in concrete situations
an HEI which offers an accredited study programme with similar content.

17
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2. The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports (HEI department) is the
appellate authority for rejected applications. In the event of doubt, the
Ministry stipulates which HEI is competent to decide on recognition of
foreign degrees, or if such HEI does not exist in the Czech Republic,
the Ministry makes the decision itself.
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3. The Ministry of Defence (education policy department) decides on
academic degrees gained abroad in the field of warfare.

a tuition fee which the amount for Czech and international students is
the same (thousands of EUR per academic year).

4. The Ministry of the Interior (security research and police education
department) decides in the field of security services.

Private HEIs determine their tuition fees independently and usually do
not differentiate between Czech and international students.

Q4d.

What are the level of tuition fees for third-country
nationals in your Member State?18

> Is the level of fees for third-country nationals determined centrally
(e.g. by the state) or by each HEI?
Higher vocational schools and other HEIs set their fees themselves.

Higher vocational schools may charge tuition fees. At public HEIs
its maximum amount is stipulated in the Higher Vocational Schools
Ordinance according to the financial demands of the field. Schools
established by private entities charge tuition fees according to their
tuition contract. In this case there is no difference between educational
programmes conducted in Czech or another language, tuition fees are
charged in both cases.
Education at conservatories involves a tuition fee only at conservatories
established by private entities.
Education of foreign nationals is governed by the Education Act. Citizens
of the European Union and their family members have access to education
and educational services under the same conditions as citizens of the
Czech Republic. Persons who are not citizens of the European Union
have access to higher vocational education if they have authorisation
to stay in the territory of the Czech Republic.
Study at public HEIs in study programmes conducted in Czech is free of
charge and in study programmes conducted in other languages involves

18
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At higher vocational schools established by the State or the Regions, the
maximum fee is stipulated by the Higher Vocational Schools Ordinance.
> Is evidence of payment an admission condition?
Higher vocational schools and other HEIs determine this themselves.
> Are the fees capped in your Member State (i.e. is there a higher/
lower threshold limit imposed)?
Yes.
No.
> Are the fees for international students the same as those for domestic
students? If no, what is the difference (i.e. are they higher or lower)?
Yes.
No.

See Article 11(1)(b) of the Students and Researchers Directive
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> Are specific groups of international students exempt from fees? Which
ones and why?
Yes.
No.

Q4e. What is the level of administrative fees for third-country
nationals in your Member State?

As most of the other issues, also this one differs from institution to
institution, as Czech HEIs have quite high level of autonomy. Some HEIs do
not charge any or only very symbolic (12 EUR) administrative fees, in case
of some others, there might appear administrative fee up to 150–200 EUR.

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

Again, according to the Education Act and the Universities Act, it applies
that admission of students to study lies in the autonomous competence
of higher vocational schools and other HEIs. HEIs therefore set their
admission conditions themselves.
Some do not even require any proof, nevertheless, the vast majority
of the HEIs require sufficient language competence in general. Most of
the HEIs accept minimum level B2, occasionally B1 or C1. Some HEIs
require TOEFL or IELTS certificates, some also accept proof of previous
study completed in English.
> If proof is required (either in general or for specific courses), please
elaborate and specify the required level, using the levels defined by
the CEFR:20
The conditions are set by HEIs themselves.
> The student has to provide an attestation.

Q4f.

Are international students required to provide a proof of
sufficient knowledge of the language of the course?19 If so, what
is the required level? Does the student have to provide an attestation
(e.g. TOEFL test)?

Yes, an attestation is required for all courses.
An attestation is required for specific courses.
No.

Yes, proof of sufficient knowledge of the language of the course is
required in general.
A proof is required for specific courses.
No, proof of sufficient knowledge of the language of the course is
not required.
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale
20
19
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See Article 11(1)(c) of the Students and Researchers Directive
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Q4g. Are international students automatically qualified for health
insurance?21

Yes, students automatically qualify for health insurance.

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

Foreign nationals are required to prove sufficient resources equal to
15 times the existence minimum (according to Government Regulation
409/2011 Coll. – CZK 2,200) plus 2 times the existence minimum for
each anticipated month of stay inside the territory (with the exception
of the first month), therefore in the case of study at an HEI:
1 semester – for a stay from 1. 9. to 28. 2. this amount would be
(15 x 2200) + (5 x 2 x 2200) = 33,000 + 22,000 = CZK 55,000.

No, students need to submit proof of health insurance.
If an application made at an embassy is accepted, before the visa for
a stay in excess of 90 days for the purpose of collecting a long-term
residence permit is inserted into his/her travel document, the applying
student is required to submit proof of travel health insurance and also,
on request, to submit proof of payment of the insurance premium
indicated on the travel insurance certificate. For applications made
inside the territory, these documents should be submitted on the spot.

Q4h. Is there a pre-determined level of sufficient resources for
international students at national level?22

Yes.
No.
> What is the level of sufficient resources and what documents are
accepted as proof?

21

See Articles 7(1)(c) and 11(2) of the Students and Researchers Directive

22

See Articles 7(1)(e), 7(3) and 11(1)(d) of the Students and Researchers Directive
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1 year – for a stay 1. 9. – 31. 8. this amount would be (15 x 2200)
+ (11 x 2 x 2200) = 33,000 + 48,400 = CZK 81,400.
Method of proving sufficient resources for the purposes of a long-term stay:
▪ bank (or other financial institution) statement (this need not be
a bank or financial institution authorised to operate only within the
CR) for an account held in the name of the foreign national which
demonstrates that the foreign national has funds available to him/
her of the required amount, it must be clear from the submitted
document that the foreign national is authorised to access such
funds in the territory of the Czech Republic. If access to funds in the
CR is not unequivocally clear from this document (e.g. foreign bank
account), it will be necessary also to prove this by presentation of an
internationally recognised payment card linked to that account.
▪ other document concerning financial security from which it is
clear that the foreign national may access funds of the required amount
or that imbursement of the costs connected with his/her stay in the
territory has been provided for.
▪ valid internationally recognised payment card unless its use in
the CR is excluded. At the request of the administrative authority, the
foreign national will be required at the same time to present a bank
account statement which shows that during his/her stay in the territory
the foreign national may access funds of the required amount.
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▪ A foreign national who is to study in the territory (therefore apply for
authorisation of stay, which is study according to Section 64 of the
Act on the Residence of Foreign Nationals) may, as proof of sufficient
resources for their stay, submit a covenant issued by a state
authority or legal entity to provide for the foreign national’s stay
in the territory by provision of funds equal to the existence minimum
for each month of his/her stay, or a document stating that all costs
connected with his/her study and stay will be covered by the hosting
organisation (school). If the amount in the covenant does not cover
this amount, the foreign national will be required to submit proof
of possession of funds of an amount equalling the difference between
the existence minimum and the covenant for the total anticipated stay,
at most 6 times the existence minimum. Proof of sufficient resources
may be substituted by a grant allocation decision acquired due to an
international agreement binding for the Czech Republic. Sufficient
resources cannot be proven in this manner for applications for a longstay visa for education purposes (i.e. where this is not study in the
sense of Section 64 of the Act on the Residence of Foreign Nationals).
Proof of sufficient resources of the required level may be substituted
by a document confirming payment for services connected with the
foreign national’s stay in the territory or a document confirming that
the services will be provided free of charge or by submitting an invitation
verified by the Foreign Police.
> What type of resource(s) are accepted by your Member State?

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

2.2 Special incentives for attracting international students

Q5a. Does your Member State carry out promotional activities
and dissemination of information in the countries of origin?

Yes, carried out centrally.
Yes, carried out by HEIs.
Yes, carried out by other (educational) organisations.
No.
Centrally – DZS and namely its initiative Study in the Czech Republic
provides support to Czech HEIs within the international environment. Its
aim is to promote the Czech higher education system through various
channels and tools, e.g. through several social networks profiles and
pages, a website in three languages, informational videos, articles,
etc. Even more important is then participation in significant exhibitions
and conferences, both for higher education professionals and potential
students, which take place all around the world. At these events, the
Study in the Czech Republic initiative represents an umbrella for the
Czech HEIs and presents Czech higher education sector under common
visual identity.

Bank statement.
Guarantee by a third person.

HEIs – Each institution manages their promotional activities according
to their individual preferences and strategies of internationalization.

Other.
See above
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Q5b. Are scholarships and bursaries available?

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

In the general conditions of the Czech higher education system with
regard to students from third countries, a distinction commonly is made
between Czech government scholarship holders and those students who
cover all the expenses by themselves – so-called self-payers. Self-payers
do not enjoy the benefits of the government scholarship holders.

Yes, provided by the state/regional authorities.
Yes, provided by HEIs.
Yes, provided by private entities.
No.
By the state: Czech Government scholarships within the Foreign
Development Assistance Programme. These government scholarships
support students from developing countries who would like to study at
public universities in the Czech Republic. The Czech Republic provides
scholarships for studies pursued both in the Czech language (in Master's
study programmes) and in the English language (in follow-up Master's
and Doctoral study programmes).
The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic
annually offers scholarships to foreign nationals within the framework
of intergovernmental exchange programmes arranged with a number
of countries. These scholarships can only be granted to candidates
officially recommended by the appropriate authorities in the eligible
countries, e.g. Czech embassies abroad, ministries of education or other
organizations active in the field of education.

As for higher vocational schools, the school head may issue scholarship
rules according to which they may provide a performance scholarship.

Q5c.

Are there any other financial incentives or financial
support (e.g. loans, tax benefits, etc.) in place?

Yes, provided by the state.
Yes, provided by HEIs.
Yes, provided by private entities.
No.
An indirect form of support is the aforementioned fact that foreign students
may study free of charge at Czech public HEIs in study programmes
conducted in Czech. Students may also take advantage of discounts on
public transport fares, museum entry fees etc.

By HEIs: scholarships and bursaries are not provided by all the institutions,
but some of them provide various options, such as scholarships awarded
to individuals with excellent study results, scholarships for full degree
international PhD students, or simply any students studying in a foreign
language, and many others.
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Q5d. Are any incentives with regard to family reunification
in place? Do family members of international students have access
to family reunification in your Member State?

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

Q5f.

Are courses offered in English/other languages than the
national language(s)?

Yes.
Yes.
No.
No.

Q5e.

Is any support targeted at spouses and other family
members of international students offered in your Member
State (e.g. counselling spouses to find employment, continue their
education or engage in voluntary work, social and networking activities
for spouses, help with enrolling children in kindergartens/schools)?

Yes, over 1000 programmes are taught in English at private, state and
public HEIs. There are even some very rare examples of programmes
taught in Spanish, French, Russian, and German.
The official tuition language at higher vocational schools is Czech.
However, the Education Act permits a foreign language to be a tuition
language as well.

Q5g. Are there any incentives from the state for HEIs providing
Yes, support for spouses available.

courses in other languages?

Yes, support for children available.
Yes, support for other family members available.

Yes.

No.

No.
If you have answered yes, please elaborate:
The state provides public HEIs financing intended for internationalization
which HEIs may use to finance the development of courses taught in
a foreign language. Nevertheless, the matter of financing encourages HEIs
to develop entire study programmes in a foreign language. HEIs charge
a fee for study such study programmes and therefore this represents
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a source of income. The number of self-payer students is also one
of the indicators for setting the level of financial support from the state.

Q5h.

Is there a possibility for a fast-track application for visa/
residence permits?

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

of the project is to accelerate the procedure of issuance of visas for
a stay exceeding 90 days/long-term residence permits to increase
student mobility. This applies to applications filed at a Czech embassy
(first entry by the foreign national to the territory). When an error-free
application for a visa/long-term residence permit for study purposes is
filed, the application should be processed within 30 days. MEYS does
not have information on how many applicants took advantage of this
procedure. This year we have registered some problems with study
stays based on bilateral international agreements.

Yes.
No.
In 2017, the Student Mode was approved by the Government of the
Czech Republic: a concept for facilitating visa procedures for selected
students. The aim of the programme is to streamline the visa/residence
permit process for selected foreign nationals admitted to study at HEIs
in the CR participating in Regime, by ensuring flexible cooperation
of such selected HEIs with the relevant administrative authorities in the
CR, involving provision of a high quality information to foreign nationals
on the part of the HEIs with an aim to filing applications for authorisation
of stay in the CR for over 90 days without formal and factual errors and
accelerating access to embassies for selected applicants. The Ministry
of Education, Youth and Sports, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Ministry of the Interior are all co-participating authorities in the Student
Mode programme.
Fast Track Procedure for Granting Residence Permits to Foreigners
– Foreign Students from Third Countries – this project defines
the rules and deadlines for fast-track entry for pre-defined groups
of foreign nationals (scholarship holders admitted in the basis of bilateral
international agreements, Resolutions of the Government of the CR –
government scholarship holders from developing countries and Czech
countrymen under multinational international agreements – CEEPUS
and the International Visegrad Fund) for study purposes. The aim
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2.3 Hosting international students: preparation, arrival and
housing

Q6a. What is the nature of the document issued (long-stay visa
or residence permit)?

Long-stay visa issued in the third country:
Long-stay visas for study purposes are issued for the period covered
by the confirmation of study, for a maximum of 1 year.
Residence permit issued (please specify the type and length of the
permit):
Long-term residence permits are issued by the Ministry of the Interior
valid for a period
1. necessary for achieving the objective that requires the student to
stay in the territory, shorter than 1 year,
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2. of 1 year in situations of temporary stay for study purposes with an
anticipated length of stay of longer than 1 year.

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

Year 2017
study
purposes

Average
length
of processing
for successful
applications

Average
length of
processing for
unsuccessful
applications

Average
length
of processing
for all
applications

Long-stay visa

40 days

60 days

43 days

Residence
permits from
embassies

37 days

199 days

51 days

Other.
> If your Member State issues a residence permit, is this issued in the
territory of your Member State or in the third country?
Residence permit issued in the third country.
Residence permit issued in the territory of the Member State. If so,
do you issue a long-stay visa in the third country first (yes/no)?:
Yes

Note: The CIS-TDU system which generates the average lengths of processing
is not capable of recording cases of suspended procedure. For this reason, the
above is only just a guide, cases where processing exceeded the legal deadline
(60 days) might be due to suspension of procedure.

Q6b. What

are processing times for visa/residence permit
applications for third-country nationals in your Member State
(minimum, maximum and average)?

The deadline for issuance of a decision on an application for long-term
residence for study purposes is 60 days. An identical deadline is set for
issuance of a decision on an application for a visa for a stay exceeding
90 days for study purposes. The average length of the procedure for
all processed applications for study purposes is 43 days for visas and
51 days for residence permits. See the table below for more information.

Q6c. What are the main requirements for the renewal of a residence
permit for international students (e.g. does the student need to
prove his/her attendance in HEI courses or is the study progress
measured)?

To support an application for extension of a residence permit for study
purposes, the student must submit the following:
a) a travel document,
b) a document confirming the purpose of stay in the territory,
c) proof of secured accommodation for the duration of the
student’s stay in the territory,
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d) 1 photograph if the student’s appearance has changed,
e) proof of travel health insurance valid for the entire stay in the
territory and, on request, proof of payment of the premium indicated
on the proof of travel health insurance,
f) to prove access to sufficient resources for their stay in the territory
in cases of study at an HEI or unpaid professional experience, in other
cases, a document proving that the costs of the foreign national’s stay
will be covered by the domestic hosting organisation,
g) parental consent, or potentially the consent of another legal guardian
or custodian, to a child staying in the territory, the consent of a parent,
legal guardian or custodian is not required if the parent, legal guardian
or custodian filed the application or will stay in the country together with
the child, and also if the foreign national proves that he/she is unable
to submit such consent for reasons against his/her control, or if the
child is already present in the territory on a long-stay visa or long-term
residence permit for a different purpose.

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

courses, welcome weeks with rich cultural and informational programmes,
etc.
Very popular and common are so called International Student Clubs
(hereinafter ISC) – student offices supporting incoming students. Very
often the ISCs are associated with the European Erasmus Student
Network or with academic unions of individual universities or faculties.
ISCs are run thanks to the work of volunteers during their studies.
The State itself does not provide such support.

Q7b.

Is support with finding housing and accommodation
provided in your Member State?

Yes, state-organised measures for support in place.
Yes, support provided by HEIs.

Q7a. Is induction and orientation support provided in your

Yes, support provided by other organisations.

Member State (incl. opening a bank account, registering in the
healthcare system, etc.)?

No, support not available.

Yes, state-organised measures for support in place.
Yes, support provided by HEIs.
No.
Each HEI that receives international students provides some kind
of orientation support. These take various forms, such as preparation
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Regarding accommodation, the situation is very similar as in previous
question. The HEIs are in most of the cases able to provide a room
(shared or private) in a student residential hall or provide support with
searching for other options. Again, the ISCs try to help as well, typically
through the so-called Buddy system, where each international student
is assigned to a local student, who is able to help with various issues.
Other actors are private firms and organizations outside the academic
environment dealing mostly with real estate. The State itself does not
provide such support.
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Scholarship holders who come to the Czech Republic on the basis
of bilateral agreements and within the framework of its Foreign
Development Assistance are given the opportunity of accommodation
in the student halls of the university that admitted them to study.

Q7c.

Are preparatory courses (incl. language courses,
orientation courses, multicultural sessions, intercultural
awareness/diversity courses) offered in your Member State?

Yes, state-organised measures for courses in place.
Yes, courses provided by HEIs.
Yes, support provided by other organisations.

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

Q7d. If applicable, please describe any other hosting initiatives
and measures not mentioned above.

Students can also use other integration measures. The most important
tools in the Czech Republic for integration at Regional level are Integration
Centres. The first Integration Centres were launched in the year 2009
and today 14 Integration Centres provide services in all 14 regions of the
Czech Republic. The objective of the projects is to create opportunities
for long-term, clearly structured and strategic support of integration.
Integration Centres initiate, organize and carry out the activities supporting
the social, legal, lingual and cultural situation of legally staying thirdcountry nationals. Integration Centres mainly ensure information and
consultancy activities in social and legal fields, organize courses of the
Czech language, social-cultural courses and events with host society.
They often closely cooperate with Universities.

No.
The answer is the same as to the previous two questions in case of HEIs
and other organisations. In this case, state provides Czech language
preparation to government scholarship holders for the duration of one
year. After this period, the students are able to study in Czech, and
therefore they do not pay any tuition fees on public universities during
their whole study. These courses are most commonly provided by some
Czech HEIs, while the self-payers can join them as well at their own
expense. However, there are also private language schools that offer
Czech language courses for foreigners.
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In 2012, due to a close cooperation among NGOs, Integration Centres,
the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and IOM,
was developed a special “Welcome to Czech Republic” course for newly
arrived immigrants (training for lecturers and interpreters, brochure and
documentary film – available on the Ministry of the Interior website.
Special short version was developed just for students of Universities.
Last, but not at least, students can use independent services of NGOs.
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2.4 Rights of international students
Rights to work have in the CR students who hold a valid long-term residence
permit for study purposes, they do not need any special work permit.

Q8a. How many hours are international students allowed to work

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

Q8c.

Do students need to obtain prior authorisation for the
right to work in accordance with national law?

Yes, prior authorisation required.

per week or months per year?23
No.

The weekly working limit is 40 hours a week, underground workers in the
mining of coal, ores and minerals, mining and mining sites of geological
survey 37.5 hours a week, with a three-shift and continuous working
mode 37.5 hours a week, two-shift working mode 38.75 hours a week.
Reduction of the specified weekly working hours without reduction
of the wage below the stipulated scope can only be included in a collective
agreement or internal regulation. For an employee under the age
of 18, shift lengths on each day may not exceed 8 hours, and in multiple
core labor-law relationships, weekly working limit may not exceed
40 hours a week.
There are no other limitations for international students.

Q8d. Are international students entitled to exercise self-employed
economic activity?

Yes, self-employment possible.
No.
Foreign students may perform work as a self-employed person according
to the Trades Licensing Act, if the student satisfies the conditions
stipulated by the Act.

Q8b. Are any restrictions in place in your Member State in terms

Q9. Do students have the right to carry out in parallel to their studies

of the type/field of work international students are allowed
to work in?

or defer their studies for a training or a job in the Member State?

Yes, deferral of studies possible.
Yes, restrictions in place.
Yes, carrying out a training/job in parallel to studies possible.
No.
23
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See Article 24 of the Students and Researchers Directive.

No.
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Even though no restriction exists in the Education Act and Universities
Act with regard to students and jobs, international students who do
not hold a valid long-term residence permit may not perform any work
activities.
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The Universities Act specifies a standard length of study and stipulates
fees to be charged in connection with exceeding such standard lengths
of study by more than one year. HEIs may specify in their internal
regulations the maximum possible length of study.

Student has a right to defer his/her study, but for this period, he/she
loses the student status and thus also the long-term residence permit,
which was issued for study purposes. Therefore, he/she is obliged to
temporarily leave the country or obtain different type of residence permit.

Q10b.

In accordance with Directive 2016/801 Article 21(3),24
Member states may withdraw a visa/residence permit in case
of a lack of progress in the relevant studies. Has your Member State
transposed this provision?

In general, parallel study or training is allowed. Students can also
participate in traineeships within the Erasmus+ scheme in Europe.
Yes.

Q10a.

Do students have to complete their studies within
a maximum period of time?

No.

Q11. Do the number of years an international student possesses
Yes.

a residence permit for the purpose of studying count towards being
granted access to long-term residence or citizenship?

No.
The education programmes of higher vocational schools involve fulltime study lasting 3 years, healthcare programmes 3.5 years, including
work experience.

Yes.
No.

The duration of education programmes at conservatories may be six or
eight years, depending on the level of education reached beforehand
(applicants for the six-year programme must have completed compulsory
school attendance, while applicants for the eight-year course are only
required to have successfully completed year five of primary school
education).

A permanent residence permit may be issued to a foreign national who
has been staying in the territory for a continuous period of at least
5 years.

24

58

See Article 21(2)(f) of the Students and Researchers Directive
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The continuous period of stay includes one half of the period
of stay in the territory on a long-stay visa and on a long-term residence
permit issued for study purposes.
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Positive socio-economic factors include the fact that foreign students have
the opportunity to study free of charge at public HEIs in programmes
conducted in the Czech language.

External factors affecting attracting international students

Q12.

Based on existing national sources (evaluation reports,
media reports, etc.), what are the external factors affecting the
attraction of international students in your Member State?

2.5 Challenges and good practices in attracting international
students

Q13. What are the (a) challenges and (b) good practices that
have been observed in your Member State on attracting international
students and for whom is it considered a challenge/good practice
(HEI, Member State, student, other)?

HEI rankings
Member State is a hub for specific fields
A) Challenges:
Language in which courses are taught
Processing and issuance of authorisation to stay.
Culture
Socio-economic factors (e.g. living costs)

The Czech Republic is a small country, not very visible, especially
outside the Europe in competition with other larger and seemingly more
attractive countries.

Other (please specify):
No information available.
The importance of rankings while selecting one’s future university is
a worldwide trend very visible also in the Czech Republic. The Czech
Republic offers an affordable cost of living in comparison with other
Western European countries, while the quality of life and education is
of very similar standard. The Czech Republic also has a long tradition
and high quality of higher education, especially in Sciences, Engineering
and Medicine. There is a rich and fascinating history, 12 UNESCO sites,
unique culture, and a strategic position in the heart of Europe.
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The Czech language as the official language of the country and common
language and cultural barriers in daily interaction within the Czech society.
B) Good practices:
The Study in the Czech Republic initiative – active support of Czech
HEIs with their international activities and relations, attracting potential
students worldwide online using various social networks, video channels
and other tools, participation on prestigious both professional and student
recruitment events, conferences and exhibitions.
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The increasing number of courses offered by HEIs in the English language.
This helps to attract students who are incapable of studying in the Czech
language or learning Czech in a short period.
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Section 3

MEASURES AND INCENTIVES
TO RETAIN INTERNATIONAL
GRADUATES

Increasing active involvement of Czech HEIs in the field of international
recruitment – participation at fairs, use of agents, due to special funding
for internationalization provided by the government.
Quickly developing support systems at Czech HEIs, including support
networks such as International Student Clubs/Erasmus Student Network.
Students thus receive support from the HEI as well as from their HEI
“buddies”.

3.1. Measures and incentives for the retention of international
graduates
International graduates may enter the Czech labour market without any
permission: Work permit, Employment card or Blue card is not required
for the employment of a foreign national who received secondary
or tertiary vocational education or tertiary vocational education at
a conservatory pursuant to the Education Act or university education
pursuant to the Higher Education Act.

Q14a. What are the conditions for access after study to national
labour market/self-employment/start up or spin-off activities/
research project?

As far as the access to the labour market for international graduates is
concerned, there is no time limit. Foreign nationals are not entitled to
work in some areas where citizenship of the Czech Republic is required.
In accordance with Directive 2016/801/EU, graduates or researchers
may remain a further 9 months in the territory of the CR for the purpose
of finding employment or starting a business.
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So far, however, this Directive has not been implemented and so graduates
are issued with long-term residence permits for “other” purposes and
once the amendment to the Act on the Residence of Foreign Nationals has
been passed, a special type of authorisation of stay will be introduced:
long-term residence permit for the purpose of finding employment or
starting a business.
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Q14b. Are there any other particular policy measures or incentives
to retain international students in place?

Lowered salary requirement for a work/residence permit.
> For what period of time does your Member State allow students to
stay after studies in order to seek employment or set up a business?25
In accordance with Directive 2016/801/EU, graduates or researchers
may remain a further 9 months in the territory of the CR for the purpose
of finding employment or starting a business.
> Does your Member State have any restrictions in place regarding the
job field in which the international student can seek employment or
set up a business?
Yes.

Unrestricted access to the labour market.
Other incentive(s).
No.

Q15. Are there initiatives of HEIs or the private sector whereby
support is provided to students following the completion of their
studies? (e.g. in specialised or niche areas, in the form of counselling,
contract with students to commence work with a company after the
completion of their studies).

No.
> Does the international student require a minimum level of degree in
order to be allowed to stay after studies in order to seek employment
or set up a business?26

Yes, initiatives implemented by HEIs.
Yes, initiatives implemented by the private sector.

Yes.
Other initiatives.
No.
No.

25

See Article 25(1) of the Students and Researchers Directive

26

See Article 25(2) of the Students and Researchers Directive
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HEIs often operate their own counselling centres where students can
discuss their studies, career, and other issues with professionals in
given field.

3.2 Challenges and good practices in retaining international
students

DZS, among others, performs the role of counsellor for government
scholarship holders, students are always welcome, while the responsible
employees do their best to assist and help them.

Q17. What are the (a) challenges and (b) good practices that
have been observed in your Member State on retaining international
students and for whom is it considered a challenge/good practice
(HEIs, Member State, student, other)?

Other private firms and organisations also provide counselling services,
but this solution is the costly one.

Q16. Does your government and/or HEIs implement any strategies in
your Member State to encourage former international graduates
(i.e. international alumni who have already left the Member State)
to establish and/or maintain a connection to the national labour
market)?

A) Challenges:
With respect to retaining international students-graduates, the challenge
is the competitiveness of the conditions offered, e.g. in terms of wage
provision at the level of foreign competitors, living standards, security
background, etc.
B) Good practices:

Yes, strategy implemented by HEIs.
Yes, strategy implemented by the government.

Study at public HEIs in study programmes conducted in Czech language
is free of charge. This motivates students to study Czech, which facilitates
easier integration and access to the Czech labour market.

No.
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Section 4

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

BILATERAL AND MULTILATERAL
COOPERATION WITH THIRD
COUNTRIES

Yes, bilateral/multilateral agreements in place or planned with
developing countries.
– The most common provisions of the agreements, exchange of students,
exchange of information.
– Most common world regions/countries of origin with which agreements
have been concluded, Africa, Asia.
– Are specific fields of studies or qualification levels covered in the
agreements? They may focus on language aspects.

Q18. Has your Member State concluded and/or intends to conclude
any bilateral and/or multilateral agreements with countries of
origin concerning international students?

– Are specific categories of persons covered under the agreements? (e.g.
specific age groups, gender; other socio-demographic characteristics).
Students of public HEIs.
No bilateral/multilateral agreements in place or planned.

Yes, bilateral/multilateral agreements in place or planned with
industrialised countries.
– The most common provisions of the agreements, exchange of students,
exchange of information.
– Most common world regions/countries of origin with which agreements
have been concluded: Asia, South America.
– Are specific fields of studies or qualification levels covered in the
agreements? May include supporting of the teaching of the Czech
language in the third-country and supporting of the teaching of the
language of the third-country in the Czech Republic.
– Are specific categories of persons covered under the agreements? (e.g.
specific age groups, gender, other socio-demographic characteristics).
Students of public HEIs.
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Q19.

Are there any measures or incentives in place to avoid
brain drain in the country of origin when attracting and retaining
international students?

Yes, measures related to brain drain in place.
No.
The aim of the programme of Czech Government scholarships within the
Foreign Development Assistance Programme is to provide third-country
students with education, so they can return to their homeland and use
their knowledge to help the development process in their country.
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Q20.

Do HEIs in your Member States have initiatives and
cooperation agreements with HEIs in third countries in place?

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

B) Good practices:
Bilateral agreement can enable students to experience studies in
a different environment, they can learn from the differences between
both countries and they can achieve a high level of knowledge of the
language of the other country.

Yes.
No.
Erasmus+ programme within its International Dimension
Memorandum of understanding
Bilateral and multilateral agreements between HEIs

Q21. What

are the (a) challenges and (b) good practices that
have been observed in your Member State with regard to bilateral and
multilateral agreements and for whom is this considered a challenge/
good practice (HEIs, Member State, student, other)?

A) Challenges:
Sometimes it might be difficult for the third-country to fulfil obligations
stated in bilateral agreements, for example the act of reciprocity. This
might be an obstacle not only for bilateral cooperation, but also for
students who intend to travel to the third-country.
For students, it might be difficult to obtain visa to come to the Czech
Republic due to the strict and demanding visa procedure.
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ANNEX 1 NATIONAL STATISTICS

Attracting and retaining international students in the EU

Annex 1.1. Number of public and private HEIs
Type
of
HEIs

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source

Total

260

264

258

254

249

MEYS

Public

157

157

156

156

155

Private

103

107

102

98

94

The Statistical Annex consists of the following:
Annex 1.1.: Contextual statistics on the types of HEIs
Annex 1.2.: Number of students per field of study
Annex 1.3.: Number of international students enrolled in universities
by top 5 nationality and gender
Annex 1.4.: International students who have graduated, interrupted or
terminated their studies
Annex 1.5.: International students who have remained in the Member
State at least two years after graduation per reason
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Annex 1.2. Number of students enrolled in HEI per field of study and top 5 nationality (2013)
Nationality/type
of student

Total
(all fields
of study)

Education

Arts and
humanities

Social
sciences,
journalism
and information

Business,
administration
and law

Natural
sciences,
mathematics and
statistics
and ICT

Information and
Communication
Technologies

Engineering,
manufacturing and
construction

Agriculture,
forestry,
fisheries
and veterinary

Healthcare Services
and
welfare

Source

Total
students

367,747

39,426

35,684

40,330

79,038

22,239

24,731

60,411

13,263

36,321

21,751

MEYS

MS
nationals

327,424

38,562

31,846

35,670

69,075

19,425

20,846

54,977

12,256

29,885

20,151

EU
nationals

27,110

627

2,772

2,956

5,951

1,943

2,950

3,415

667

5,355

777

Thirdcountry
nationals

13,159

236

1,059

1,706

4,006

869

928

1,976

340

1,380

822

Students
from shortcycle
tertirary
programmes
(ISCED
level 5)

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Bachelor
students
(ISCED
level 6)

9,251

156

620

985

3,105

501

661

1,166

200

1,284

674
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Annex 1.2. Number of students enrolled in HEI per field of study and top 5 nationality (2013)
Nationality/type
of student

Total (all
fields of
study)

Education

Arts and
humanities

Social
sciences,
journalism
and information

Business,
administration
and law

Natural
sciences,
mathematics and
statistics
and ICT

Information and
Communication
Technologies

Engineering,
manufacturing and
construction

Agriculture,
forestry,
fisheries
and veterinary

Healthcare Services
and
welfare

Source

Master
students
(ISCED
level 7)

2,691

53

307

559

820

69

213

482

83

13

121

MEYS

1,266

27

141

166

84

299

54

329

57

84

27

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Russian
Federation

4,282

93

376

528

1,539

267

312

681

67

106

377

Ukraine

1,963

48

234

274

619

147

131

245

34

90

160

Kazakhstan

1,365

5

41

184

631

69

102

196

22

28

106

Vietnam

947

7

48

76

343

60

112

173

38

71

36

Belarus

610

9

75

59

211

39

71

78

9

28

40

PhD
students
(ISCED
level 8)
Exchange
students in
framework
of national
programmes
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Annex 1.2. Number of students enrolled in HEI per field of study and top 5 nationality (2014)
Nationality/type
of student

Total
(all fields
of study)

Education

Arts and
humanities

Social
sciences,
journalism
and information

Business,
administration
and law

Natural
sciences,
mathematics and
statistics
and ICT

Information and
Communication
Technologies

Engineering,
manufacturing and
construction

Agriculture,
forestry,
fisheries
and veterinary

Healthcare Services
and
welfare

Source

Total
students

346,893

37,579

34,186

37,293

71,801

21,723

23,308

57,197

12,778

35,891

20,392

MEYS

MS
nationals

305,986

36,772

30,222

32,685

62,528

18,765

19,144

51,424

11,653

28,805

18,779

EU
nationals

26,535

534

2,772

2,848

4,771

2,052

3,080

3,559

725

5,691

773

Thirdcountry
nationals

14,371

271

1,190

1,761

4,497

901

1,082

2,210

400

1,392

839

Students
from shortcycle
tertirary
programmes
(ISCED
level 5)

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Bachelor
students
(ISCED
level 6)

10,235

180

740

1,034

3,517

496

787

1,354

256

1,300

690
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Annex 1.2. Number of students enrolled in HEI per field of study and top 5 nationality (2014)
Nationality/type
of student

Total (all
fields of
study)

Education

Arts and
humanities

Social
sciences,
journalism
and information

Business,
administration
and law

Natural
sciences,
mathematics and
statistics
and ICT

Information and
Communication
Technologies

Engineering,
manufacturing and
construction

Agriculture,
forestry,
fisheries
and veterinary

Healthcare Services
and
welfare

Source

Master
students
(ISCED
level 7)

2,824

62

313

565

885

72

230

498

86

14

124

MEYS

PhD
students
(ISCED
level 8)

1,348

29

144

162

99

333

66

358

58

79

26

Exchange
students in
framework
of national
programmes

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Russian
Federation

5,207

115

470

597

1,928

301

423

798

98

160

388

Ukraine

2,202

50

250

286

683

162

151

309

40

119

169

Kazakhstan

1,423

9

53

164

672

60

105

228

22

28

110

Vietnam

846

8

46

52

323

48

123

135

42

42

36

Belarus

628

12

74

66

208

42

68

92

17

29

34

80
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Annex 1.2. Number of students enrolled in HEI per field of study and top 5 nationality (2015)
Nationality/type
of student

Total
(all fields
of study)

Education

Arts and
humanities

Social
sciences,
journalism
and information

Business,
administration
and law

Natural
sciences,
mathematics and
statistics
and ICT

Information and
Communication
Technologies

Engineering,
manufacturing and
construction

Agriculture,
forestry,
fisheries
and veterinary

Healthcare Services
and
welfare

Source

Total
students

326,528

33,765

32,798

34,214

67,360

20,450

21,482

54,128

12,297

35,851

18,937

MEYS

MS
nationals

284,480

32,997

28,796

29,640

58,305

17,418

17,056

47,943

11,012

28,338

17,309

EU
nationals

26,303

469

2,744

2,659

4,169

2,157

3,154

3,691

782

5,953

778

Thirdcountry
nationals

15,729

295

1,256

1,915

4,884

870

1,266

2,488

503

1,555

849

Students
from shortcycle
tertirary
programmes
(ISCED
level 5)

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Bachelor
students
(ISCED
level 6)

11,049

195

799

1,059

3,783

426

905

1,512

331

1,455

691
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Annex 1.2. Number of students enrolled in HEI per field of study and top 5 nationality (2015)
Nationality/type
of student

Total (all
fields of
study)

Education

Arts and
humanities

Social
sciences,
journalism
and information

Business,
administration
and law

Natural
sciences,
mathematics and
statistics
and ICT

Information and
Communication
Technologies

Engineering,
manufacturing and
construction

Master
students
(ISCED
level 7)

3,234

63

319

689

991

86

280

581

PhD
students
(ISCED
level 8)

1484

37

146

167

115

359

84

Exchange
students in
framework
of national
programmes

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Russian
Federation

5,662

129

531

624

2,109

Ukraine

2,536

54

252

319

Kazakhstan

1,485

12

66

Vietnam

800

9

Belarus

688

9

84

Agriculture,
forestry,
fisheries
and veterinary

Healthcare Services
and
welfare

Source

102

12

126

MEYS

395

70

88

33

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

293

481

874

129

192

372

794

159

202

381

67

155

175

169

707

41

108

220

30

31

121

28

49

282

40

133

144

57

32

34

74

78

230

34

80

109

16

29

38
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Annex 1.2. Number of students enrolled in HEI per field of study and top 5 nationality (2016)
Nationality/type
of student

Total
(all fields
of study)

Education

Arts and
humanities

Social
sciences,
journalism
and information

Business,
administration
and law

Natural
sciences,
mathematics and
statistics
and ICT

Information and
Communication
Technologies

Engineering,
manufacturing and
construction

Agriculture,
forestry,
fisheries
and veterinary

Healthcare Services
and
welfare

Source

Total
students

311,168

32,112

31,070

32,109

63,483

19,365

20,502

51,089

12,275

35,810

17,799

MEYS

MS
nationals

267,685

31,320

27,005

27,555

54,402

16,251

15,830

44,648

10,821

27,686

16,184

EU
nationals

26,455

476

2,720

2,560

3,954

2,203

3,187

3,707

793

6,285

809

Thirdcountry
nationals

16,998

315

1,341

1,993

5,123

904

1,481

2,724

658

1,833

805

Students
from shortcycle
tertirary
programmes
(ISCED
level 5)

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Bachelor
students
(ISCED
level 6)

11,776

205

854

1,039

3,886

419

1,074

1,645

421

1,736

623

86
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Annex 1.2. Number of students enrolled in HEI per field of study and top 5 nationality (2016)
Nationality/type
of student

Total (all
fields of
study)

Education

Arts and
humanities

Social
sciences,
journalism
and information

Business,
administration
and law

Natural
sciences,
mathematics and
statistics
and ICT

Information and
Communication
Technologies

Engineering,
manufacturing and
construction

Agriculture,
forestry,
fisheries
and veterinary

Healthcare Services
and
welfare

Source

Master
students
(ISCED
level 7)

3,691

60

339

776

1,109

110

322

663

164

16

151

MEYS

PhD
students
(ISCED
level 8)

1,574

50

155

180

130

376

86

417

73

81

31

Exchange
students in
framework
of national
programmes

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Russian
Federation

5,882

136

568

628

2,152

283

529

904

170

246

352

Ukraine

2,878

73

260

323

897

162

285

436

94

191

184

Kazakhstan

1,618

12

81

165

719

47

148

267

52

43

100

Belarus

734

10

82

70

246

37

91

125

16

37

32

Vietnam

698

8

18

44

230

28

121

131

62

24

40

88

89
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Annex 1.2. Number of students enrolled in HEI per field of study and top 5 nationality (2017)
Nationality/type
of student

Total
(all fields
of study)

Education

Arts and
humanities

Social
sciences,
journalism
and information

Business,
administration
and law

Natural
sciences,
mathematics and
statistics
and ICT

Information and
Communication
Technologies

Engineering,
manufacturing and
construction

Agriculture,
forestry,
fisheries
and veterinary

Healthcare Services
and
welfare

Source

Total
students

299,054

30,961

29,792

30,379

60,429

18,928

19,994

48,095

11,927

35,630

16,889

MEYS

MS
nationals

255,237

30,171

25,697

25,760

51,391

15,727

15,137

41,721

10,373

27,600

15,251

EU
nationals

25,814

488

2,714

2,467

3,771

2,181

3,181

3,594

816

6,056

763

Thirdcountry
nationals

17,959

300

1,375

2,145

5,260

1,016

1,667

2,773

734

1,969

873

Students
from shortcycle
tertirary
programmes
(ISCED
level 5)

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Bachelor
students
(ISCED
level 6)

12,082

196

866

1,074

3,832

426

1,150

1,619

496

1,876

653
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Annex 1.2. Number of students enrolled in HEI per field of study and top 5 nationality (2017)
Nationality/type
of student

Total (all
fields of
study)

Education

Arts and
humanities

Social
sciences,
journalism
and information

Business,
administration
and law

Natural
sciences,
mathematics and
statistics
and ICT

Information and
Communication
Technologies

Engineering,
manufacturing and
construction

Agriculture,
forestry,
fisheries
and veterinary

Healthcare Services
and
welfare

Source

Master
students
(ISCED
level 7)

4,194

68

339

884

1,278

139

417

729

163

20

185

MEYS

PhD
students
(ISCED
level 8)

1,711

36

177

190

150

452

102

426

75

73

35

Exchange
students in
framework
of national
programmes

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Russian
Federation

5,772

130

551

616

2,046

293

570

842

172

251

349

Ukraine

3,082

67

280

318

955

186

323

455

116

201

213

Kazakhstan

1,637

21

81

173

726

48

156

265

55

34

101

Belarus

754

12

89

70

234

43

97

116

24

42

32

India

687

1

19

33

46

77

81

245

20

163

5
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Annex 1.3. Number of international students (tertiary education) enrolled in HEIs by top 5 nationality and gender (2013–2017)
Gender

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

94

TOP 1
Nationality

TOP 2
Nationality

TOP 3
Nationality

TOP 4
Nationality

TOP 5
Nationality

Source

Nationality Number

Nationality Number

Nationality Number

Nationality Number

Nationality Number

MEYS

Total

Russian Fed. 4,366

Ukraine

2,079

Kazakhstan

1,376

Vietnam

966

Belarus

610

Male

Russian Fed. 1,570

Ukraine

822

Kazakhstan

566

Vietnam

523

Belarus

223

Female

Russian Fed. 2,796

Ukraine

1,257

Kazakhstan

810

Vietnam

443

Belarus

387

Total

Russian Fed. 5,304

Ukraine

2,319

Kazakhstan

1,447

Vietnam

866

Belarus

628

Male

Russian Fed. 1,889

Ukraine

901

Kazakhstan

598

Vietnam

497

Belarus

220

Female

Russian Fed. 3,415

Ukraine

1,418

Kazakhstan

849

Belarus

408

Vietnam

369

Total

Russian Fed. 5,764

Ukraine

2,653

Kazakhstan

1,516

Vietnam

829

Belarus

688

Male

Russian Fed. 2,006

Ukraine

1,068

Kazakhstan

637

Vietnam

491

Belarus

252

Female

Russian Fed. 3,758

Ukraine

1,585

Kazakhstan

879

Belarus

436

Vietnam

338

Total

Russian Fed. 5,983

Ukraine

3,015

Kazakhstan

1,650

Belarus

751

Vietnam

698

Male

Russian Fed. 2,054

Ukraine

1,207

Kazakhstan

674

Vietnam

427

Belarus

286

Female

Russian Fed. 3,929

Ukraine

1,808

Kazakhstan

976

Belarus

465

Vietnam

270

Total

Russian Fed. 5,864

Ukraine

3,238

Kazakhstan

1,673

Belarus

771

India

687

Male

Russian Fed. 2,046

Ukraine

1,279

Kazakhstan

695

India

502

Vietnam

351

Female

Russian Fed. 3,818

Ukraine

1,959

Kazakhstan

978

Belarus

477

Vietnam

311
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Annex 1.4.1. International students who have graduated from a HEI in your Member State per qualification type (2013–2017)
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

No. of international students
who have graduated (total)

8,411

8,425

8,026

8,217

8,400

of which students of short-cycle
tertirary programmes
(ISCED level 5)

13

11

23

13

21

of which Bachelor degree
(ISCED level 6)

4,334

4,161

3,843

4,065

3,990

of which Master degree
(ISCED level 7)

3,772

3,949

3,850

3,794

4,008

of which PhD (ISCED level 8)

308

323

338

364

406

Source

Comments

MEYS

Annex 1.4.2. Number of international students who have interrupted or terminated their studies (2013–2017)
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

No. of international students who
have interrupted their studies

2,476

2,636

2,687

2,544

2,242

No. of international students who
have terminated their studies
without graduation

4,274

4,435

4,806

4,931

5,569
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Source

Comments

MEYS
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Annex 1.5. Number of international students who have remained in the (Member) State at least two years after graduation per reason.
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Employment reasons

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Self-employment

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Family reasons

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

Other reasons (please specify)

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i

n/i
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Comments
Statistics on the number of international students
that remain in the CR do not exist.
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